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Abstract:
Implementing CDISC SDTM standards to convert raw data for FDA submissions has become one
of the main goals for pharmaceutical companies. Compliance checks of the CDISC SDTM data is also an
important step in validating the conversion. Compliance checks are done using lines of SAS code and
Metadata files to support this process. Compliance checks for custom domains can become a very
tedious process to implement, requiring more information for metadata files used for compliance checks.
This paper will discuss the benefits of using a third party tool and how it can be customized to both check
the compliance of custom SDTM domains created using SAS and set up specific study or company
based checks.
Introduction:
CDISC SDTM defines a standard structure for study data tabulations which are to be submitted for the
regulatory.
The following illustration shows how the raw data are converted to SDTM standard datasets.
Mapping specifications (specs how to map the raw datasets and control terminology)
Raw datasets

SDTM datasets.

The specifications are developed how to convert raw collected data in to which domain of SDTM dataset.
There will be other domains in each study other than described in the SDTM IG 3.1. 1 or 3.1.2 , these
customized domains need lot of attention and the specs should be clearly describe how each domain
should be classified in to Interventions, Findings or Events Class according to SDTM standards. SAS is
the tool used to convert raw datasets to SDTM datasets.
Validation:
After the conversion compliance is the crucial part. The following illustration shows how the
validation is done using SAS.

SAS PROGRAMS TO
CHECK THE
COMPLIANCE (IN HOUSE
DEVELOPED)

CHECKS THE
COMPLIANCE OF THE
SDTM DATASETS USING
THE METADATA FILES
AS THE SUPPORT THE
PROCESS OF CHECKING.

CHECKS THE CDISC
TERMINOLOGY FROM
THE DATASETS

CROSS CHECKING THE
DATASETS WITH DM
DATASETS FOR THE
SUBJECTS INCLUDED

SAS programs are developed in house according to the company specifications to support this process
the SDTM metadata files which can be downloaded from CDISC website is used.
Process:
The process consists of checking the data structure and properties, which includes the variable labels,
type, names.
Checking the CDISC SDTM Terminology like the –testcd, outcome, --stat etc. present in the data.
Cross checking the demog data to the other datasets.
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Open source tool:
One tool that offers both the ease of use and flexibility of custom user modification is OpenCDISC
Validator. OpenCDISC is an open source tool that checks the compliance of SAS transport or delimited
files against either SDTM 3.1.1 or SDTM 3.1.2 standards. It also currently offers both a check for
validation of and standards for the creation of define.xml documents, and although those are certainly
extremely beneficial tools they will not be covered in this paper. The tool has a simple user interface to
specify the source files, choose the standard and configuration, choose the output file type, and run the
process. The basic validator screen looks like the following picture without modifications.

The OpenCDISC Validator can be run on SAS data in .xpt format as is, with no modification, and it
will check the for the same compliance and consistency as the WebSDM tool does using rules that
contain the same logic, as well as check community designed rules of the same nature for all domains.
A major advantage to this tool, though, is its ability to allow for user modifications to configuration
files and rules being used by the system. Using this advantage, configurations could be set to account for
SDTM-, SDTM+, non-conventional, and other data with some simple modifications.
In the OpenCDISC root directory there is a folder named config, where the three default xml
configurations are stored. Either one of these documents can be edited to modify a rule or rules that
already exist or add/delete rules, or a new configuration xml can be created using the same structure as
one of these three files. Once you open one of the configuration files in wordpad or any xml editor, you
will see quite a few lines of xml code similar to the following picture.
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This current section shows just a small glimpse of the beginning of the DM or demographics
domain configuration. It would be possible to change the variable order, name, mandatory status, role,
and SDTM necessity with some simple changes to the text. Below the definition of variables is the section
detailing which rules will be executed for the domain, also allowing the user the ability to add, delete, or
modify which rules are actually executed on a domain by domain basis. Further variable level details are
stored at the end of the configuration file after all domain details and prior to Janus and OpenCDISC
rules.
Modification to the rules is also fairly simple and does not require a vast knowledge of the xml
language, as most checks are simple enough to create or modify based on the context of other checks.
One example of a simple modification that was made, was when I noticed the SD0007 check for
consistency of standard units was only checking the domain --TESTCD variable only.
It is generally agreed that there are lab tests of the same name in different categories that have
different units. To make this modification it would simply require a change to the rule in adding a
%Domain%CAT call to the GroupBy section of the check. See below for the following check post
modification: <val:Unique ID="SD0007" Variable="%Domain%STRESU"
GroupBy="%Domain%TESTCD,%Domain%CAT" Matching="Yes" When="%Domain%STRESU != ''"
Message="Inconsistent value for Standard Units" Description="Standard Units (--STRESU) must be
consistent for all records with same Short Name of Measurement, Test or Examination (--TESTCD) and
Category (--CAT)." Category="Consistency" Type="Error" Severity="High"/>

There are three other sections, past the Janus rules, containing specific rule syntax as you can see
here:
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Although it is not necessary to separate the rules in the configuration documents, it does allow for
an easier time of recognizing and custom checks or added checks. Due to the open source platform of
the software, it allows for complete customization, giving the user the ability to create study specific
configurations and eliminate the impact on checks for other studies/data. Considering the ever changing
set of rules controlling the design of standards such as CDISC SDTM, this benefit allows data to be
checked for accuracy using the latest information and possibly more information than is required.
CONCLUSIONS:
By using both SAS and OpenCDISC tool any company can generate SDTM compliant datasets with ease
and efficiency.
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